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DO NOT ATTEMPT TO USE THIS STUNNING TOOL UNTIL YOU
HAVE READ AND UNDERSTOOD THESE INSTRUCTIONS
Manufactured by Accles & Shelvoke Ltd
Selco Way, Off First Avenue, Minworth Industrial Estate, Sutton Coldfield, West Midlands, B76 1BA ENGLAND
Tel: +44 (0) 121 313 4567 Fax: +44 (0) 121 313 4569 Web: www.acclesandshelvoke.co.uk

Key Features
CASH Poultry Killer

The CASH Poultry killer is a cartridge powered tool for on farm use where independent power source
is essential.
PRODUCT CODE

CASH Poultry Killer .22 CPK200

CALIBRE

.22

USE ON

Poultry

POWERLOAD

CASH .22 BROWN

1 Grain for all birds

The CASH Poultry Killer is part of the “CASH” range of stunners manufactured by Accles & Shelvoke.
CASH stunners are in use all over the world for in many varied situations from on-farm casualty
slaughter to both small and large meat plants with automated production lines operating as high as
450 cattle per hour. The CASH stunner renders the animal instantly and irreversibly insensible to pain
prior to slaughter, eliminating stress and suffering, improving meat quality and throughput, resulting in
increased profits.
Accles & Shelvoke launched the CASH Poultry Killer following extensive research; the tool is designed
to apply a powerful blow to the bird’s head, killing it outright. This solves many of the animal welfare
problems associated with despatching birds by neck dislocation and decapitation.
Renowned for its quality, durability and safety the “CASH” Poultry Killer is an extremely effective tool
with the following features:
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Suitable for use on chickens, turkeys, ducks and geese
Easy to use and reliable tool for on farm use
Fast to operate high bolt velocity
Palm or finger operated button trigger
Effective lightweight tool which is well balanced
Low maintenance costs with the use of low cost powerloads

CASH POULTRY KILLER SERVICING INFORMATION
Servicing
Accles & Shelvoke provide a comprehensive service and repair facility where customers can have their CASH stunner
serviced by our highly trained engineers:

4 The service involves the tool being stripped, cleaned and re-assembled bringing the stunner back to working order.
4 Service and repair facility is generally open to UK customers, overseas customers are advised to contact their
local distributor.

4 Advise customer to contact Accles & Shelvoke direct on 0121 313 4567 to make arrangements to return the tool
for service or repair.

4 Quotation will be provided on inspection of the tool, listing service charges and replacement parts required.
If in doubt and you require further advice and information please contact Accles & Shelvoke direct
or you’re local Distributor.
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Accles & Shelvoke Ltd
Selco Way, Off First Avenue, Minworth Industrial Estate, Sutton Coldfield, West Midlands, B76 1BA ENGLAND
Tel: +44 (0) 121 313 4567 Fax: +44 (0) 121 313 4569

Product Diagram
CASH Poultry Killer

FIRING PIN PULL

To cock, pull back until you
feel and hear firing pin snap
into the cocked position.
Never point muzzle at anything
you do not intend to shoot. Do
not point in direction of body
or allow hands in front or near
muzzle at anytime. Take extra
care when loading or extracting
powerload.

TRIGGER

Press to fire stunner.
Palm or finger activated.

BREECH

BREECH CAP

Must be screwed down tightly
or misfires will occur.

MUZZLE END
OF BARREL

Do not operate without safety glasses
and ear protection.

Never immerse stunner in water to cool.

(50mm)

DANGER ZONE
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Safe Operating Instructions
CASH Poultry Killer

At all times never point muzzle
end of barrel towards your
body or any other person.

1 UNSCREW CAP

Turn breech cap counter clockwise and pull away. Make sure
firing pin and trigger are uncocked. If spent (fired) powerload is in
chamber remove using the finger and thumb (see Extraction).
If in any doubt whether or not
powerload has been fired, treat as a live
powerload (see “removal of unfired
powerload”) If misfire has occurred,
see“safe misfire removal”.

2 LOADING

Before inserting powerload into chamber of breech, make sure
bolt is fully retracted. If not, do not use as power will be reduced
(see Cleaning Daily to rectify).
Only use the correct grade of CASH
powerload bearing the “AS” of “E”
headmark.
PLEASE REFER TO POWERLOAD SELECTION TABLE
SHOWN ON PAGE 1
Powerloads must be stored in
cool, dry conditions. Exposure to
excessive amounts of moisture
may affect their performance.
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REPLACE
BREECH CAP
Make sure that the firing pin is in the
down (uncocked) position (see 1.
“Unscrew Cap”).

Holding tool and breech cap as shown with the muzzle end pointing
in a safe direction turn breech cap clockwise until it is locked.
If breech cap is not tightly seated,
misfire may occur.
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MAKING READY
FOR FIRING

Immediately before firing, pull back firing pin pull until you feel
and hear firing pin snap into the cocked position.
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When the tool is in the cocked position,
it is ready to fire and will fire if dropped
or mishandled. Treat this tool as you
would any firearm. Keep fingers or palm
pressure off trigger until immediately
before firing.

It is a condition of Accles & Shelvoke’s product liability
insurance, that only CASH powerloads in CASH
carton and bearing approved headmarks must be
used in stunners manufactured by them. It follows
therefore, that no liability whatsoever can be accepted
for any claim, including injury should any other brand
of powerload be used.

Where powerloads other than these are used, Accles
& Shelvoke will not be responsible for:
1.
The safety of the operator.
2.
The humaneness of the stun.
3.
The correct operation of the stunner.
4.
The premature failure of parts.

5 FIRE

Never leave a loaded stunner unattended (see
removal of unfired powerload).

Position the tool accurately . Refer to detailed section on catching,
handling and bird restraint etc. Press trigger to fire.

6 EXTRACTION

TO EXTRACT SPENT POWERLOAD, UNSCREW BREECH CAP AND REMOVE THE POWERLOAD
CASE WITH THUMB AND FOREFINGER. IF EXTRACTION DIFFICULTY IS EXPERIENCED REFER TO
SECTION “EXTRACTION OF STUCK, UNFIRED OR MISFIRED POWERLOAD” IN CLEANING AND
MAINTENANCE SECTION.
REMOVAL OF UNFIRED POWERLOAD
It is sometimes necessary to remove an unfired powerload (live) from the chamber at the end of a shift or if the magnum is
to be left unattended. Follow instruction as per ‘extraction’ above, but taking great care to handle powerload gently and to
return it to its container.
If unfired powerload is stuck in chamber or extractor fails to operate, do not attempt to
remove using a knife or similar tool - return stunner with breech cap separate to maintenance
department, warning them that an unfired (live) powerload is stuck in the chamber.
SAFE MISFIRE REMOVAL. If stunner fails to fire , a delayed firing may occur during or after
extraction. Keep muzzle end of stunner away from your body or any other person. Wait 30
seconds, unload carefully avoiding exposure to breech and dispose of load in metal container
filled with water. Do not attempt to re-use misfired load. Powerloads fire by crushing head,
so do not crush, prise or strike or use excessive force. Always wear safety glasses and ear
protection.

Handling and restraining PROCEDURES
Handling and restraining procedures associated with the use of the tool.
1. INTRODUCTION

3. BIRD RESTRAINT

This section supplies instructions for the correct operation of
the CPK tool incorporating the correct catching, handling and
restraining procedures associated with the use of the tool.

As with other procedures applied to birds, casualty slaughter
usually requires some form of physical control over the
bird. Suitable control is required to minimise pain and
distress of the procedure, to assure safety of the person
performing the task and importantly to ensure accurate
positioning of the instrument.

2. CATCHING AND HANDLING POULTRY
Chickens
Hens and broiler chickens should be caught individually by
both legs. Chickens should be carried by supporting the
breast, with a hand over the wings to prevent flapping. They
should only be carried inverted if absolutely necessary, that
is if more than one bird is carried at once. Carrying distances
should be minimised and birds must not be lifted by a single leg
as this can cause dislocation of the femur.
Turkeys
Turkeys vary in size and consequently the catching and carrying
method differs for small turkey hens and large stags. Small
growing birds should be caught by both legs, lowered onto the
breasts and lifted, holding the bird close to the body with an
arm over its wings to prevent flapping. Large stags, because of
their weight, must not be carried by the legs. The shoulder of
the far wing should be held with one hand, while the legs are
gripped with the other. The bird should be lifted and held close
to the body (HAS 1996).

When selecting the best method of restraint for the
percussive stunning/killing of birds it is important to
consider the following situation. The CPK tool can either
be used on birds that are moribund, manually restrained,
in a bleeding cone or shackled. The type of restraint that
should be selected it determined by a number of factors:
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Bird condition, for example, the presence
of injuries.
Flightiness of the bird, that is it is difficult
to position tool accurately.
Personnel safety and ease of operation.
The use of the CPK tool for another
purpose other than emergency slaughter,
for example seasonal kill.
Species and size of the bird.
Disturbance to other birds.
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Handling and Restraining Procedures continued
CASH Poultry Killer

3. BIRD RESTRAINT continued
Chickens and turkeys that are unable to walk can be
despatched where they lie, providing that the CPK tool can
be positioned accurately on the bird’s head. Birds that are
more active need to be caught and restrained preferably in
a bleeding cone or shackled. Small birds, such as chickens
and turkey poults may be held manually by both legs in one
hand and the CPK tool applied with the other. It is not
advisable to restrain larger birds, such as adult turkeys,
manually as the amount of wing flapping after the
percussive stun could endanger the Operator. They should
therefore be restrained in a bleeding cone or on a shackle.
When a shackle is used, birds should be suspended for the
minimum amount of time. Heavy breeding birds or
lame birds should preferably be placed in a cone. When
the tool is being used on unrestrained birds in the growing
shed, it should be noted that percussive stunning will
undoubtedly cause a large amount of wing flapping and
therefore may temporarily disturb other birds.

4. USING THE CPK TOOL
• Restrain the bird by lightly holding the comb or sides of the
beak between thumb and forefinger. For manually
restrained or moribund birds omit this stage.
• Place the muzzle at right angles to the top of the birds
head (frontal bone) on the midline before firing (Figure 1).
• Allow the bird’s head to be propelled out of your hand
upon firing. Birds being despatched where they lie should
not have their heads pushed against the floor, as there
must be free movement of the head after the percussive stun.
• Do not attempt to hold on to the bird’s head after firing.
• Report any faults in the operation of the tool to the person
responsible for maintenance. DO NOT USE THE
TOOL UNTIL THE FAULT HAS BEEN RECTIFIED.

5. CHECKING FOR AN EFFECTIVE
STUN/KILL
With correct placement the CPK tool will produce an
effective stun and the death of the bird. Variation in
effectiveness may occur due to incorrect placement.
Therefore, the following assessment is recommended.
When a bird is stunned properly using the percussive
device it expresses severe convulsions in the form of wing
flapping and leg flexion/extension. If the body of the bird is
relaxed immediately after the percussive blow, or there is
only slight intermittent wing flapping, then it has not been
stunned properly. The bird should not show signs of neck
tension or rhythmic breathing or vocalisation immediately
after the percussive blow.
The bird should be checked for signs of rhythmic breathing
for a short time after the percussive blow. If breathing is
present but the bird showed initial signs of being stunned
effectively it has not been killed by the blow therefore it
should be despatched using a killing method such a neck
dislocation or bleeding. Rhythmic breathing immediately
after the percussive blow is a sign that the bird has not been
stunned properly and therefore the action taken should be
in accordance with that described in Section 6.

6. IN THE EVENT OF AN
INEFFECTIVE STUN/KILL
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If a bird is ineffectively stunned using the CPK tool then
it should be immediately re-stunned and killed using
alternative methods. Birds that are stunned by the CPK
tool but not killed by the percussive blow should be killed
immediately by bleeding or neck dislocation. The reason for
an unsuccessful stun should be identified, that is,
misplacement of the CPK tool or a fault with the equipment.

7. CAUSES OF AN INEFFECTIVE
STUN /KILL

• Wrong shooting position - This can be caused by bird
movement as a consequence of poor restraint. Shooting
position is particularly important in turkeys and for this
reason it is advised that, wherever possible, large birds
should be restrained.
• Fault in the operation of the CPK tool.

8. IMPORTANT SUMMARY
1. All chickens and turkeys must be caught and carried
individually by supporting the breast. Chickens should
only be carried inverted if absolutely necessary, that
is if more than one bird is carried at once. Birds unable
to bear weight on their legs or moribund birds should
be despatched where they lie.
2. “Flighty” birds should be placed in a bleeding cone or
shackled before despatch.
3. Adult turkeys should not be manually restrained by
one Operator. They should be placed in a bleeding
cone or on a shackle. Large breeding turkeys or lame
birds should preferably be restrained in a bleeding cone.
4. Small birds, such a turkey poults, hens and broilers can
be restrained manually by one Operator providing that
he/she can position the tool accurately.
5. The whole operation should be carried out in such a
manner as to safeguard the safety of personnel and
minimise disturbance to other birds.
6. Personnel should follow the written instructions
provided when they operate the device. The
effectiveness of the stun/kill produced by the CPK tool
can be seriously affected by improper application
produced as a result of poor restraint.
To identify the correct method of restraint follow these
general guidelines
NOTE: See Figure 1.

CHECKING FOR EFFECTIVE
STUNNING/KILLING
Step 1 - Check that the bird has been effectively stunned.
The signs of an effective concussion stun are as follows:
• Uncontrolled wing flapping
• No rhythmic breathing immediately after the stun
• No neck tension
• Leg flexion and extension
Step 2 - CHECK THAT THE STUNNED BIRD HAS
BEEN KILLED BY THE PERCUSSIVE BLOW.
Birds that have been effectively stunned by the CPK tool,
but not killed will show signs of rhythmic breathing after the
convulsions have subsided (usually about one minute after
the percussive stun). These birds should be killed using an
alternative method. See Section 6.

IMPORTANT NOTE: COMMERCIAL
SLAUGHTER OF POULTRY
In the event of the tool being used for the commercial
slaughter of poultry then, to comply with current
legislation, it must be followed by bleeding or neck
dislocation. The meaning of the word “commercial” is
defined by the Welfare of Animals (Slaughter or
Killing) Regulations 1995. In relation to the slaughter or
killing of an animal, commercial means slaughter or killing
(a) in the course or furtherance of a business, or for reward
or (b) by, or on behalf, of, the purchase of an animal on
premises belonging to, occupied by or under the control of
the seller of the animal or (c) in a market place.

Handling and Restraining Procedures continued
CASH Poultry Killer

This means that non-emergency or routine stunning/killing
using the CPK tool must be followed by neck dislocation
or bleeding of the bird and requires the operator to have a
Slaughterman’s Licence.

9. REFERENCES
Practical Slaughter of Poultry - A Guide for the small producer,
Humane Slaughter Association, The Old School, Brewhouse
Hill, Wheathampstead, Herts, AL4 8AN
The signs of an ineffective concussion stun
are as follows:
• Intermittent wing flapping (escape behaviour) or no
wing flapping
• Rhythmic breathing immediately after the stun
• Presence of neck tension
• Vocalisation

THE ”KNOCKER HEAD”
Two types of Knocker Head are supplied with the tool.
It is advisable to use:
• Flat Knocker Head for broilers and hens.
• Convex Knocker Head for turkeys.
To assemble the chosen head, unscrew the breech from
the barrel.
Push down on the rear end of the bolt against the sleeves to
expose the threaded end of the bolt. Screw the head on by
hand as far as it will go. Then grip the head in a soft jawed vice,
or suitable grips, and use the spanner flat on the head of the
bolt to tighten.
NB: A small amount of Threadlock on the assembly is
advised.
To dis-assemble a Knocker Head refer to Instructions on
Cleaning and Maintenance.

Cleaning and Maintenance
For test firing or the removal of unfired powerloads, always wear safety lasses and ear protection.
Before ANY action, check to see that powerload has not been left in chamber.

Cleaning Daily (Preferably immediately after use)
(1) Unscrew breech cap from breech and ensure that
stunner is not loaded (see 1 Unscrew cap).
(2) Unscrew breech anti-clockwise from barrel.
(3) Clean inside breech with a rag soaked in Young’s 303
fluid or similar. Wipe out with a clean rag..
(4) Remove muzzle and push down on hard surface against
Knocker head to expose piston end of bolt.
(5) If bolt does not push backwards or forwards as freely
as the recuperator sleeves will allow this will imply that
additional cleaning may be necessary. Refer to the
following paragraph.
ADDITIONAL CLEANING AND MAINTENANCE
FREQUENCY DEPENDING ON USE, BUT
MINIMUM MONTHLY.
These actions follow on from 1-5 above
(1) Grip Knocker head in soft jawed vice or suitable grips and
with a spanner unscrew the bolt from the Knocker head
using the spanner flat on the piston end.
(2) Withdraw the bolt with washers and recuperator sleeves
from the barrel.
(3) Clean the inside of the barrel in the same manner as
detailed for the breech. A brush may be required to
remove any stubborn carbon.
(4) Wipe any sludge from the washers and recuperator
sleeve. Check for wear . Over time the rear sleeve will
show the most wear . Cycling the sleeves will prolong
overall life. Replace worn washers and sleeves.
(5) Clean carbon from bolt. If there is a bolt run problem
check for bending by rolling the bolt stem only along a flat
surface whilst looking for undulation.
(6) Re-assemble. The use of a small amount of Threadlock
on the Knocker head/bolt assembly is recommended.
To dis-assemble breech cap for cleaning or part
replacement, hold in soft jawed vice and unscrew spring
cap, using a wrench on the flats. Pull firing pin assembly out
of breech cap, which will also release trigger and trigger
spring. Inspect firing pin for rounded edges from trigger
contact and replace if wear is half of trigger contract.

Inspect firing pin spring and replace if broken or collapsed.
Inspect trigger for firing pin contact wear and replace if
rounding is half of firing pin contact. Replace trigger spring
if collapsed. Trigger spring must be strong enough to push
firing pin away from cartridge and to allow
trigger to lift.
In order to replace firing pin, firing pin spring or spring,
unscrew pull from spring cap allowing all components to
slide off. Rubber pull spring should be replaced if collapsed
or damaged.

Troubleshooting
EXTRACTION OF STUCK,UNFIRED OR MISFIRED
POWERLOAD

Great care must be taken in removing unfired or misfired
powerloads stuck in the chamber
Follow instructions set out below:
(1) Unscrew breech cap)
(2) Unscrew barrel from breech.
(3) Grip breech in soft jawed vice and gently push powerload
out using a ³/16” rod (4.7mm) through the chamber.

Always wear safety glasses and ear protection for this operation.
MISFIRES CAN BE CAUSED BY:
(1) Water or oil contaminated powerloads.
(2) Weak or broken firing pin spring.
(3) Worn, damaged or bent firing pin.
(4) Breech cap not screwed down onto breech.
(5) Breech cap assembly and/or breech locking cover
required cleaning.
(6) Spring cap or optional safety not screwed down
onto breech cap.
(7) Oil in powerload chamber.
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Figure 1
Is the bird
unable to walk or
moribund?

NO

Is the bird too
large to restrain
manually?

YES

YES

Place it in a
bleeding cone or
on a shackle

Dispatch it
where it lies

YES
Place it in a
bleeding cone or
on a shackle

NO
Is the bird too
flighty to restrain
manually?

NO
Manually restrain

Parts List
ITEM
NO.

PART
DESCRIPTION
NO.		

NO. PER
SET

1

CPK 221

Firing cap

1

2

CPK 222

Breech

1

3

CPK 223

Barrel

1

4

CPK 224

Bolt

1

5

CPK 225

Muzzle

1

6

CPK 226

Pull

1

7

CPK 227

Knocker Head (convex)

1

8

CPK 228

Spring cap

1

9

CPK 229

Trigger

1

10

CPK 230

Firing pin

1

11

CPK 231

Trigger spring

1

12

CPK 232

Pull spring

1

13#

CPK 233

Knocker Head (flat)

1

14

7908

Cap O Ring

1

15

7949

Firing pin spring

1

16

5947

Breech O Ring

1

17

6915

Recuperator sleeve

1

18

6056

End washer

1

19#

CPK 234

Holster

1

20#

CPK 235

Packing case insert

1

21#

CPK 236

Plastic carry case

1
# Part not illustrated
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Part 13 not illustrated

